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Abstract— Cryptography is the scheme that is used to encrypt a simple text. It hides the meaning of the message. It
pays an important role in security over a network. In this proposal we present a cryptography system that is based on
the Sphere (a shape in mathematics). Sphere is locus of point in space which moves in such a way that its distance
from fixed point always remain constant, where fixed point is the center of the sphere and constant distance is the
radius of sphere. We used the sphere concept for implementing the asymmetric cryptography. In this system public
key and private key are generated by using the property of Sphere. Here we choose a point which lie on the sphere as
my private key and take the center of sphere (fixed point) as my public key. This key management provides more
security against attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The term Network Security and Cryptography is very broad itself. The term Network means more than one systems
are connected to each other. In the early 1960s, a single computer had to be physically shared. It makes difficult to
sharing of data and other information. For solution of this problem the researchers were developed a way to “connect”
the computers, so they could share their resources more efficiently. Hence, the computer network was born. In 1977,
early PC-based Local Area Networks, or LANs (Local Area Networks) were spreading which include academics. LAN
variants also developed, including Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) to cover large areas such as a college campus,
and Wide Area Networks (WANs) for university-to-university communication. From the very first day of the network it
is thinking of the wired technology but now it is 20th century, which adopted the Wireless Networking technology.
Before the 90s, networks were not common to all and the general people were not the heavy internet users. During these
times, security was not a serious issue in networking. In the 80s, use of the network began to grow very quickly. So the
need for security was also growing because the universities, government and military installations are connecting.
Cryptography is the scheme that is used to encrypt a simple text. It hides the meaning of the message. It basically derived
from the Greek word kryptos , which means hidden. It pays an important role in security over a network. Cryptography
algorithms are the mathematical functions that are used for encryption and decryption. Different cryptographic
algorithms have different degree of security. The degree of security depends upon the fact that how much an algorithm is
hard? How much time to be needed to break the algorithm? If more time is required to break an algorithm than the time
to decryption of message then the applied algorithm is probably safe or secure. We use the term probably because there is
always a backdoor in every system. Cryptography is of two types: one is symmetric cryptography and other is
asymmetric cryptography.
A) Symmetric Cryptography
Symmetric cryptography is the cryptosystem in which a single key or the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt the
message. So the symmetric cryptography is also known as shared key or single key cryptography. There are basically two
techniques substitution and the transposition techniques, in symmetric cryptography. In substitution technique mapping is
done from plain text into cipher text. In transposition technique, transpose the position of plain text elements taken with
systematically. A number of symmetric key encryption algorithms like DES, TRIPLE DES, AES, BLOWFISH have
been developed to provide greater security affects. Figure 1.1 shows the encryption and decryption of a plain text or
message. The input to the encryption process is plain text and that of decryption process is cipher text. First the plaintext
is passed through the encryption algorithm which encrypts the plaintext using a key and then the produced cipher text is
transmitted At the end of decryption, the input cipher text is passed through the decryption algorithm which decrypts the
cipher text using the same key as that of encryption. Finally we get the original plaintext message.

Figure 1.1: symmetric key encryption/decryption
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The drawback of this system is that every time the shared key kept secure. If the attacker gets the key which is shared
by the both parties he will able to access the information for every transmission between the parties. So, asymmetric
cryptography will overcome this limitation of symmetric cryptography.
A) Asymmetric Cryptography
Asymmetric key cryptography is also known as public key cryptography. It uses two different keys: - one public key
and the other is private key. It is computationally hard to find the private key from the public key. Anyone can encrypt a
message with the public key but not decrypt it. The person who has the private key can only decrypt the message. The
sender encrypt the data using the receiver’s public key and the receiver decrypt the data with its own key known as
private key. There are a number of Asymmetric key encryption algorithms like RSA, ECC. Following [1.2] is the figure
of asymmetric encryption and decryption:-

Figure 1.2: Asymmetric key encryption/decryption
This is how sender A can send a message to the receiver B using public-key cryptography:
(a) A and B both will agree on a public-key cryptosystem.
(b) B sends A his public key.
(c) A encrypts his message using B’s public key and sends it to B.
(d) B decrypts A’s message using his private key.
We can describe asymmetric key cryptography as below: AC= (K, E, D)……………………………………. (1)
Where AC (asymmetric cryptography) is a function of K, E and D.
Here K represents the key generation algorithm, which gives the keys in pair i.e. (PbK, ScK), here PbK is the public
key and ScK is the secret key. E represents the encryption algorithm and D represents the decryption algorithm.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The symmetric key cryptography is less secure than the asymmetric key cryptography. There different approaches
related to symmetric cryptography, which include the symmetric key algorithms such as DES, AES, and CircleSymmetric key cryptography, Geometry Based Symmetric Key Cryptography Using Ellipse, etc. After reviewing the
symmetric cryptography, we focused on asymmetric cryptography.
These approaches are based on the symmetric cryptography with different mathematical shapes such as Circle, Ellipse
etc, which provide the security. But these approaches are not asymmetric. As discussed earlier that asymmetric
cryptography provide more security, so we focused on the asymmetric cryptography that is based on the concept of
SPHERE (a mathematical shape).
III. NEW APPROACH
As we discuss that asymmetric cryptography can be done by using algorithms like: - RSA, ECC. Here we purpose a
new approach named Asymmetric cryptography based on Sphere. Now the question is what is Sphere? How it can use in
cryptography. Here is the solution as we will discuss the concept of sphere.
A) SPHERE: Football, basketball, table tennis ball are all examples of geometrical figures which we call "spheres" in three
dimensional geometry. Following is the figure of Sphere: -

A

R

C
Figure 1.3: Sphere
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DEFINITION OF SPHERE: - “A SPHERE IS THE LOCUS OF A POINT WHICH REMAINS AT A CONSTANT DISTANCE FROM A FIXED
POINT.”
The constant distance is called the radius and the fixed point the centre of the sphere. In figure [1.3] the centre of the
sphere is denoted by C and the radius of sphere is denoted by R.
The equation of the sphere: - Let (x1, y1, z1) be the centre and R the radius of a given sphere. Equating the radius r to
the distance of any point (x, y, z) on the sphere, we have: ( x - x1)2 + ( y - y1 )2 + ( z - z1 )2 = ( R )2……………(2)
Choose any point randomly on the circumference of the sphere, which is the Private Key of the receiver and because
the center of the sphere is always fixed so take it as a Public key of the receiver and.
To find the public key on the sphere we use the distance method stated that we can find the radius of sphere if we
know the centre of sphere and one point which lie on the sphere.
Let ( a, b, c ) be any point on the sphere and (x1, y1, z1) be the centre so by distance method: ( a - x1)2 + ( b- y1 )2 + ( c - z1 )2 = ( r )2…………….(3)
So we can obtain a number of points on the sphere, and select a point as a private key.

Figure 1.4: Spherical representation of new approach
In the figure 1.4 we can choose one point on the sphere as our private key, and P(x1, y1, z1) is the center which is
selected as public key. ML is the message length, it should be fixed and fixed value is 64-bits. Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3, ………..,
Qn are the points on the sphere.
IV. NEW ASYMMETRIC KEY ALGORITHM
We used following terminology in our new approach ACBS:Public Key: - center of Sphere (Pbk), Private Key: - any on the Sphere (Prk), Message Length: - Radius of Sphere,
Known parameter: - center of Sphere (Public Key).
Key Generation: - using Distance method of Sphere we generate the pair of Public-Private Key.
Encryption: Input: O, a 64- bit value.
Output: - C, a 192- bit value.
1) Let center of Sphere= Pbk (x1, y1, z1).
2) Derive F from Pbk.
3) Generate an upper triangular 3X3 matrix M, with diagonal as F.
4) Calculate S= O*M (1X3 matrix).
5) Do permutations of matrix S.
Output=C.
Decryption: Input: -C, a 192 – bit value.
Output: - O, a 64-bit value.
1) Let a point on Sphere= Prk(a1, b1, c1).
2) Derive F1 from Prk.
3) Generate an upper triangular 3X3 matrix B, with diagonal as (F1)3.
4) Do permutation of C.
5) Calculate S1= C*B (1X3 matrix) .
Output= O.
V. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of the study is that from the security point of view the Asymmetric Cryptography technique is more
secure than the symmetric cryptography. Because it is difficult to break the system, that uses two different keys. Elliptic
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curve cryptosystem provides an efficient alternative to other cryptosystems. In most practical implementations
asymmetric key cryptography is used to secure and distribute session keys. If the security of an algorithm is based on
keeping the way that algorithm works a secret, it is a restricted algorithm. A large or changing group of users cannot use
them, because every time a user leaves the group everyone else must switch to a different algorithm. If someone
accidentally reveals the secret, everyone must change their algorithm. Even more damning, restricted algorithms allow no
quality control or standardization.
Modern cryptography solves this problem with asymmetric keys, which overcome all the drawback of symmetric
cryptography.
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